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INTRODUCTION
“new unity” does not propel organized labor.
Change to Win's departure has split the
AFL-CIO. Despite the high hopes for a merger among education unions only a few years ago, the
National Education Association remains separate
from the rest of organized labor. Unfortunately, these
recent struggles have not increased union power or
revitalized the labor movement. They have largely
centered on jurisdiction, structural concerns, and
budget allocation.

A

At its simplest, the struggle reflects a clash
among labor leaders, commentators, academics, and
organizers on whether to devote organized labor’s
resources to external Politics (e.g., lobbying and
political campaign contributions) or to organizing.
Even those that would give priority and allocate
resources to organizing focus on structural issues.1
These predominate issues have included: Which
unions should have jurisdiction for organizing?
Should it be industry-wide? Should organizing
function primarily to increase the share of the labor
market represented by unions? (And, is term the
“market share” too corporate? Should politically
correct unionists call it “union density”?) Should the
work of organizing be directed and conducted from
the “top-down” or the “bottom-up”?

1

For a fair summary of the controversy and a critique of the
Change to W in Coalition’s (CW C) proposals, see K. Bronfenbrenner, What is Labor’s True Purpose? The Implications of
SEIU’s Unite to Win Proposals for Organizing, 14(2) N E W
L ABOR F O RU M 19 (Summer 2005).

Most of these issues do have implications for the
future of the labor movement. However, the struggle
for the soul of the labor movement is more important
than mere structure or budget. At best, framing the
debate around structural and budget issues reduces
and marginalizes the critical role of labor and unions
in contemporary society. Moreover, framing the
debate around structure also diverts attention away
from the essential foundation values and interests at
least implicitly in dispute. At worst, framing the
debate around structure, jurisdiction, and budget
adopts and parrots the mindset, the frames of reference, and the priorities of our adversaries: regressive,
anti-union demagogues; draconian “Taylorists”; and
opportunistic, exploitive corporate bosses. They see
life solely as about companies, authority, and profits
and not about people, values, and progress. Framing
the debate around structural and budget issues lends
credibility to these orientations.
Few would dispute that we all must put “the
movement” back into “The Labor Movement.” It is
hard argue with calls of those demanding that organized labor change. “America’s unions have a critical
mission to perform in restoring the American dream
for working families in the 21st century.” Certainly,
the labor movement does “need new strength and
unity. . .” to perform that mission. We agree that
unions “must either seize opportunities and grow or
fall into deeper decline.” It may even be true that
“[t]he labor movement needs a structure, rules, and
culture that help workers build industry and market
strength.”2 Alone, the ever increasing decline in the

2

Change to W in Coalition’s (CW C) “proposals for new
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percentage of worker represented by unions over the
last half century suggests the need to change what
unions do and how they do it. In itself, the silence of
those opposed or unable to change is an admission of
the seriousness of the problem.
The labor movement needs to revitalize itself.
Organized labor requires change and reform. Clearly,
unions must rethink their representation strategies
and processes. They must stop pursuing the same
failed policies, approaches, and practices. We must
learn from the lessons of history to solve the problems of today to make the work place and the world
better tomorrow. However, the labor movement must
go beyond rhetoric and posturing. We must not
elevate structural change and budget reallocation over
real progress. The labor movement must offer an
alternative based on hope for a better future rather
than the longing for a past long-gone or never really
there. We need to capture people’s imaginations.
Most important, we do need to offer our members
real alternatives and provide the American people
real hope for their own vision of a better future. And,
organized labor must formulate and pursue a road
map of concrete approaches, strategies, and actions to
build the union power that really would revitalize the
labor movement.
Proposing concrete approaches, strategies, and
actions would seem to be merely a matter of
common-sense. However, practical alternatives have
been conspicuously missing from the current debates.
It appears difficult to induce labor leaders, union
staff, organizers, and rank-and-file union members to
even frame the discussion around concrete solutions
and the realities of the workplace. Recently, the
authors were graphically reminded of both these
facts. Over dinner a manager with a large union
challenged one of the authors to name five things that
a union could do to increase its power or that the
labor movement could do to revitalize itself. Most of
us can easily name at least a few things that would
increase their own union’s power or to renew the
labor movement’s vitality. Certainly, unions and the
strength” which include: CW C, “Restoring the American
Dream: Building a 21st Century Labor Movement that Can
W in” (n.d.); Service Employees Intl. Union (SEIU), “Unite To
W in: A 21st Century Plan to Build New Strength for Working
People (Nov. 2004); Laborers’ Intl. Union (LIU), “A Time for
Action: A Five-Point Perspective on the Future of the
AFL-CIO” (Jan. 2005), respectively.

labor movement could do a number of practical,
concrete things that are simple and effective. Many of
these concrete approaches and actions are almost
self-apparent. While most are readily doable, they do
require commitment. And, admittedly, some are
easier than others.
In most unions, the real problem is not a lack of
knowledge about what to do or a lack of the capacity
to do it. Rather, the greatest barrier to building union
power is more often an unwillingness to do what is
clearly needed. Increasing union power and revitalizing the labor movement requires a commitment to
make changes and the continuing demand for real,
objective progress. Despite the likelihood of great
benefits, many unions and union leaders appear to
lack both the willingness to take risks and the commitment to pursue systematic change. Simply, many
unions and union leaders are addicted to the
status quo.

THE 12 STEPS TO REAL UNION POWER
Given this perspective on the root cause of the
problem, merely naming a few ideas for revitalizing
the labor movement seems both misguided and
simplistic. Proposing a “twelve-step program” for
union power might be more apt. To systematically
build power and to revitalize the labor movement,
individual unions and the labor movement as a whole
must address their root problem: the addiction to the
status quo. They must acknowledge the causes of
labor’s decline and directly address the steps needed
for reform. The twelve steps unions can and must do
include:
1. Unions must organize for power,” not
membership.
Organize for power means organizing to build
union organizational capacity to influence the work
place environment, the community environment of
the union local, and the broader state and national
environment of our union members (and potential
members). It means “power to” attain union members’ goals and the union’s measurable objectives
needed to achieve these goals. It also means power to
achieve intrinsic, long-term institutional goals. These
include the “Constant Organizing Goals” relied upon
by some unions. Simply, these five Constant Organizing Goals—build Power, identify new Leaders,
establish Alliances, implement Communications &
develop Evolving Programs—are the overriding,
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essential goals that establish and maintain
organizational power and a union’s proper PLACE.3
Organizing for power can effectively promote these
goals and other essential union values and interests.
Because its express purpose is to build and
maintain power (i.e., the ability to achieve a purpose), organizing for power significantly differs from
approaches to organizing predominately focused on
organizing for membership recruitment (i.e., “Organizing the Unorganized” to increasing market share
or union density). Unions must now understand and
accept that Organizing the Unorganized to increase
market share has failed to build real organizational
capacity. Alone, membership organizing has not and
cannot to build long-term, sustainable power. The
slogan, “Organizing is Power!” is little more that a
platitude. The slogan and the membership organizing
it denotes have not proven a realistic, productive
approach to either increasing membership market
share or effectively revitalizing the Labor Movement.

their own bar: People buy soap because they want
clean hands. Similarly, people don’t buy a drill bit to
own the bit: People want to make a hole in something. The same principle applies to unions. People
don’t pay union dues to buy a union membership
card: People want control over their work lives and
protection from arbitrary management. People pay
union dues to get a better life. They pay dues for
change and for hope. People will become union
members and union stalwarts to become a part of a
powerful, democratic, responsive, winning organization. Organizing for power functions to build union
power: It increases membership as a result.

Effective organizing requires three things. First,
it requires instruction in organizing Knowledge (i.e.,
explanation of the concepts, principles, and dynamics
of organizing subject matter and theory). This knowledge provides the Know-what, an essential precondition for organizing. Second, it requires training and
hands-on experience in the Practice of organizing
Organizing is not about selling membership. The (i.e., to enhance and extend organizing practices,
soap manufactures don’t sell soap, they sell clean skills, techniques, procedures, and tactics). These
hands. People don’t buy soap for the sake of owning insights from experience provide the essential Knowhow about organizing. Third, effective organizing
requires that union and their leaders, staff, and rankand-file organizers learn to “Think Strategically”
3
In the early 1970s, organizers with the California Teachers (i.e., the practices and approaches which promote and
Association (CTA) developed five Constant Organizing Goals as maintain integrated patterns of thought and behavior
a planning and evaluation method for their union locals. The five
for “mindful” assessment, reasoning, judgment, and
Constant Organizing Goals are:
1. Build and maintain Power through organizing (to decision making). These mindful practices provide
equalize power or achieve real parity with employers or the essential Know-whether to guide organizing
other union adversaries);
behavior and decision making. In combination,
2. Identify leaders and develop new Leadership Knowledge, Practice, and Strategic Thinking create
opportunities (to create opportunities for new people and
the performance understanding required for effective
new roles for existing leaders);
3. Establish public relationships to develop and nurture organizing. This combination is illustrated above. In
internal and external Alliances (with groups, individuals turn, performance understanding changes union’s
and organizations based shared interests that go beyond view about on work place and other problems, from
one-sided, superficial, pro forma, or paper coalitions); “problems” that need to be solved to “opportunities”
4. Build and implement effective, ongoing Communication
that can be used
with both members and non-members and with allies and
potential allies (that maintain and nurture public to build power
relationships by go beyond an occasional newsletters or through orgagroup meetings); and
nizing. Thus,
5. Formulate and adopt objectives and implement Evolving
p e r f o r ma nc e
programs that grow with the union (to engage and
understanding
involve members and potential members).
permits unions
The five Constant Organizing Goals provide a disciplined
direction for union action otherwise missing in bottom-up to develop and
organizing approaches. Almost immediately, CTA organizers maintain a “culture of organizing.” The confluence of
realized that the Constant Organizing Goals also drove a powerful, these elements essential for effective organizing—to
continuous, step-by-step method for constant progress and
improvement. This cyclical organizing method ensures constant
progress toward union members’ goals.
Lindquist & Essman, Overcoming Addiction - 12 Steps Union Power 4.wpd
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performance understanding—are illustrated above.
Performance understanding permits unions to grow
and develop based on
a “culture of organizing.” By this we refer
to integrated patterns
of thought and behavior that “bind
together,” enable,
teach, direct, or lead
union organizers, leaders, and members to
respond to problems
and create progress
through organizing.

behavioral dynamics, based on a practical understandings of how and why people act.
In combination, Organizing for Power using the
COG method ensures constant, continuous improvement, progress toward achieving objectives, and increasing both union power and organizational capability. By relying on a succession of these four step
cycles, the COG method adapts the scientific method’s proven process for creating progress. The
inherently progressive operation of the COG method
is illustrated by the figure below. As a result, the
COG method differs significantly from many other
approach to and methods of organizing.
Either instinctively or by conscious design, most
effective organizers routinely employ the steps in the
COG method. Why? Because the COG method
works. Over the last three decades, organizers have
proven the COG method to be powerful and effective— if mindfully and contentiously applied.4

Obviously, this
first step in overcoming their addiction to the status
quo requires both a major shift in union culture and
a significant commitment. Most unions spend a great
deal of time talking about organizing, but generally
“Train all staff and leaders” really does mean
they spend little time and few resources in actually
doing the work of building power and organizational educate and train all staff and all leaders.
capacity.
Train all staff and leaders certainly means all
those
who work in the field with union locals and
Like many of the recommendations in this
Twelve-Step proposal, this step can be accomplished members. However, organizing training must not be
either with commitment from the top-down or the limited to field staff and business agents. It must include
clerical staff. And it must also include specialists (not
bottom-up or both.
only substantive specialists like researchers, lobbyists,
2. Unions must train all their staff and lead- political strategists, and staff
ers in organizing.
Unions must educate and train all their staff and lawyers, but also
leaders to organize for power. “Train all staff and support staff speleaders” means educate and train in the principles cialists working
and practices required to organize for power.
in union data proOne of the most effective approaches, which we cessing, central
call Organizing for Power, uses the “Constant services, memberOrganizing Goals” (COG) method. The COG method ship, and accountis a of logical, conscious—mindful— organizing ing departments).
process for building and applying union power. It It must even
proceeds through an ongoing series four step cycles. include all union
Each cycle in the continuing series consisting of
LISTEN , PLAN , ACT, and then EVALUATE. One of
these cycles is represented by the ring diagram
illustrated at the right. These four steps provide a
simple, common sense approach to organizing.
Organizing using the COG method begins with members’ self interests. Then it permits unions to effectively create, target, and manage the conflict necessary for progress. Thus, the COG method is driven by

4

Empirical research on union organizing campaign
outcomes confirms COG method. W hen unions employ
comprehensive organizing strategies and tactics (similar to the
COG method’s approach), they consistently prevail in NLRB
representation elections. See, e.g., K. Bronfenbrenner & R.
Hickey, Changing to Organize: A National Assessment of
Union Strategies, in, R U TH M ILKM AN & K IM V O SS (eds.),
R EBUILDING L ABO R : O RGAN IZIN G AN D O RGAN IZERS IN THE N EW
U N IO N M O VEM EN T (Ithaca, NY: Cornell Univ. Press, 2004), pp.
17–61.
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managers and supervisors.

In combination, Organizing for Power using the
COG method unites and balances ends and means.
Together, Organizing for Power and the COG method combine outcome and process in a systematic
unity of purpose, direction, and action. Together,
Organizing for Power and the COG method create a
cogent, consistent, mutually reinforcing approach for
building and applying union power. Simply, Organizing for Power using the COG method works!

The “Train all leaders” element means train as
many rank-and-file unit members (who are potential
leaders) as we can get involved. Offering organizing
training, at various levels, is a means of involving,
engaging, and recruiting tomorrow’s leaders. Train
all leaders recognizes that many unit members are
now, should be, and will be doing “the work” and
some of them will become leaders or staff. This is a
practical application of the Constant Organizing
This step requires more commitment than almost
Goals.
any other practical, concrete thing a union can do to
However, “Train all staff and leaders” should build power or revitalize the labor movement. But, is
mean train staff and leaders with direct field and it really too great an undertaking? Again, the martial
indirect field support assignments or responsibility analogy suggests that this step is doable and realistic:
more thoroughly and more extensively in advanced For well over a century, the Marine Corps has not
or supplemental organizing principles, dynamics, and only required every marine to be a rifleman, but has
practices appropriate to their assignments, on a been able to train and motivate “raw civilian” recruits
continuing basis. The continuing training requires to achieve the objective. If unions really wanted to
maintenance of knowledge and skills, professional attain the same degree of commitment to organizing,
growth, and practical experience organizing with they could do it. Moreover, training all staff and
other staff (that affords an opportunity for the gestalt leaders need not be accomplished by tomorrow. A
practical, sustainable training program could
of the “collective mind” to operate).
incrementally achieve the objective.
“Train all staff and leaders” is the union application of the US Marine Corps ethos that “every MaUnions can implement this step both bottom-up
rine is first a rifleman, specialty skills. . . are second- and top-down. Union locals, county federations of
ary. Marines understand that everything they do is labor, central labor councils, or state labor federaultimately to defeat the enemy.” Under the “every tions can demand and sponsor training on Organizing
Marine is first a rifleman” doctrine, all Marines are for power using some variation on the COG method.
trained as riflemen and capable of assuming this Even rank-and-file unionists can make the demand to
basic role, as needed at a moment’s notice. “The be trained in the concepts, principles, dynamics, and
belief that every Marine is a rifleman is instilled in practices of Organizing for power. State and regional
Marines during their initial training and is continually union affiliates and internationals can promote and
reinforced through [subsequent] training exercises operate their own organizing training. Union interand formal schooling.”5 Some of us might be put off nationals can redirect and expand their existing
by the martial nature of the analogy. Regardless of training programs to emphasize Organizing for
how it is articulated, however, unions must adopt, power. They should also create the capacity to train
educate, and internalize a similar ethos about orga- organizers to be organizing trainers. In part, the NEA
nizing. Organizing for power is a union’s “rifle.” and the AFL-CIO could redirect and expand their
Organizers are a union’s “riflemen.” All union staff Organizing Institutes. Change to Win could use its
and leaders must first be organizers, trained and Strategic Organizing Center. The NEA and a number
capable of employing basic organizing skills, as of its state affiliates are now taking modest steps in
needed at a moment’s notice. They must understand this direction.
that “everything they do is ultimately” to build power
to overcome the adversaries of their own union and 3. Unions must LISTEN and hold face-toface, one-on-one exchanges.
of the labor movement.
Union staff and leaders must get out of their offices and into the places where members work and
live to Listen and hold face-to-face, one-on-one
5
USMC, M ARIN E C O RPS O PERATIO N S , MCDP 1-0 (2001), exchanges. The goal of LISTENING is to build strong,
pp. 1–23.
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effective public relationships between the members
and their union. Actually listening to the hopes and
dreams of members builds involvement and commitment to the union. It builds Power!

nizing where the process is more important than the
outcome. One of the implications of LISTENING is
clear. If unions can just talk and listen to the members, why should they dissipate their time and money
by attempting to discover what members think and
want using expensive polls, focus groups, and similar
corporate or business techniques which do not
inherently build power or organizational strength?
Union leaders cannot buy involvement and commitment of members using corporate tools. Not only can
it be had for the asking, the process of LISTENING
through genuine exchanges between unions and their
members builds long-term sustainable power.

In order to build strong, effective public relationships, unions must engage in a genuine exchange of
the union’s “story” with the “stories” of their members. These “stories” help people and unions to:
reinterpret their understanding of and expectations
about their environments; create the foundation for
new, stronger relationships and communities to
support union action; enhance and expand their
understanding of “direction” (the why, what, and how
to act); and mobilize people and resources for timely,
Unions should implement this step bottom-up,
effective, powerful action. Face-to-face, one-on-one but with support and encouragement top-down.
exchanges are the most effective means of establishing strong public relationships between unions and 4. Unions must recognize members’ corevalues and identify their goals.
their members and between unions and their allies.
Unions must recognize their members’ shared
We understand that listening6—genuine face-to-face
core-values, learn their desires for the mission of the
conversation and exchanges with current and potenunion, and identify their Goals.
tial union members or allies—is essential to success
Effective organizing is always founded on
organizing. Apparently, we disagree with some
Change to Win federation leaders in this understand- commitment. Commitment originates from values. In
ing.7 Certainly, listening is one of the areas in orga union organizing, the values that drive commitment
are the values of basic unionism. These core union
values include the commitment to: the union solidar6
Various professions have developed effective listening ity of “an injury to one is an injury to all” and “the
techniques. One technique well suited to conducting organizing strong must help the weak”; equality; political,
exchanges combines the customarily empathetic (ordinarily
social, workplace, and internal union democracy;
passive and non-directed) “active listening” techniques with
teaching, leadership, and direction from a union organizer. W e social justice; advocacy through collective action;
call this directed, structured approach to listening and and the dignity of labor. These strongly held values
conversation, “Directed Active Listening.” It is a process for drive us (and the members or potential members of
listening and responding to another person that improves mutual our unions) to action.
understanding, increases engagement, and builds mutual trust.
It simulates learning and it creates motivation. Directed Active
Listening is purposeful: It is specifically intended to build a
public relationship between union leaders, organizers, and other
people by promoting basic union values and the union’s purpose
in the organizing campaign. This purposeful direction is what
we and others mean by “agitation.”

Through listening, unions can and have readily
identified the core values of basic unionism embraced by their
members. The
“Core Values” of
the California Staff
Organization (illustrated by the Venn
diagram) are an example of the interrelated values of
basic unionism for
the members of pub-

7
LaborNotes quotes SEIU’s Andy Stern: “Union halls and
small groups aren’t working” as methods for communication
between unions and their members. Stern advocates “[b]logs
and internet” as more effective communication processes. J.
Tucker A New Labor Federation Claims Its Space, 320
L ABO R N O TES 3, at p. 11 (Nov. 2005). W e strongly disagree
with the conclusion. Passive media, like the internet, may be
efficient means of top-down communication to union members.
However, passive media can not be use to effectively promote
genuine exchanges or build public relationships among unions
and their members and allies. Face-to-face exchanges are most
effective tool for the job. This said, passive media has a role in should be consciously circumscribed and directed to its
the totality of a union’s communication strategy, but its function appropriate, though limited, role.
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lic and social service unions.8 For longshore and
warehouse workers (and most others as well), “The
Ten Guiding Principles of the ILWU” are an excellent statement of basic unionism core-values.9

people identify their own self-interests instead of
identifying with the bosses. But effective unions and
organizers do not argue with their members or
denigrate their sincerely held beliefs. Unions must
Identifying both members visions for a better understand that disagreement is not disloyalty.
future and their view of the union’s missions and
A union’s decision to actively LISTEN to its
recognizing members’ shared core-values is another members is a step that can only be accomplished topof the areas in organizing where the process may be down. However, rank-and-file members and local
more important than the outcome. The process of leaders can support, encourage, and ultimately
discovering who we are and what we believe in demand to be listened to from the bottom-up. Aninvolves the Constant Organizing Goals in building other implication of top-down listening is also clear.
commitment and involvement of members.
Knowledge of members’ values, their understandings
Based on listening to their members, unions must and expectations about the mission of the union, and
also identify their members’ visions for the future, their goals is important in itself. Moreover, asking
their members’ understandings and expectations and then actively listening is a critical step in buildabout their unions’ mission, and their members’ ing strong, effective public relationships between the
goals. If union members’ values provide the commit- members and their union. And these public relationment to organize, then their visions for a better future ships build power and organizational strength.
and their goals provide the “direction.”

5. Unions must function as value-driven
organizations.
Listening doesn’t mean that unions should not
Unions must work from their members’ shared
agitate to expand their members’ vision. Agitation
core-values
and toward their members’ goals. Unnot only expands vision and understanding, but helps
ions’ core-values must guide union actions and
unions’ actions must consistently promote their core8
The California Staff Organization (CSO) is a union of values.
employees of the California Teachers Association. CSO’s five
Core Values are: (1) Advocacy for members and their families,
(2) Solidarity with each other and the greater labor movement
while respecting individuality, (3) Relationship building/
Organizing to build power, (4) Commitment to Public
Education, and (5) Social justice.
9

The International Longshore & W arehouse Union’s Ten
Guiding Principles can be simply summarized as: (1) “A Union
is built on its members. . . (2) Labor unity is. . . the key for
success. . . . Anything that detracts from labor unity hurts all
labor. . . . (3) W orkers are indivisible. . . . Discrimination is a
weapon of the boss. (4) ‘To help any worker in distress’ must be
a daily guide in the life of every trade union and its individual
members. Labor solidarity means just that. . . . Every picket line
must be respected as though it were our own. (5) [A] union. . .
must put aside all internal differences. . . to combine for the
common cause of advancing the welfare of the membership. . . .
(6) The days are long gone when a union can consider dealing
with single employers. [Unions must take on the entire
industry]. (7) Just as water flows to its lowest level, so do wages
if the bulk of the workers are left unorganized. . . . (8) The basic
aspiration and desires of the workers throughout the world are
the same. W orkers are workers the world over. . . . (9) A new
type of unionism is called for which does not confine its
ambitions and demands only to wages. . . . (10) Jurisdictional
warfare and jurisdictional raiding must be outlawed by labor
itself. Nothing can do as much damage to the ranks of labor and
to the principle of labor unity and solidarity as jurisdictional
bickering and raiding among unions. . . .”

If unions base their actions on the values of basic
unionism shared by their members, these commitments will empower both their organizing campaigns
and their other representation actions.
Unions must actively, consistently implement this
step both bottom-up and top-down.
6. Unions must think ahead and PLAN for
power and goal attainment.
Planning for power and to attain members’ goals
prepares unions for action. Appropriate, effective
planning builds organizational knowledge, capacity,
and strength. In Organizing, planning requires no
more than a simple, goal-directed process. The appropriate process is as much “strategic navigation” as
“strategic planning.” Unions can readily navigate
toward both their goals and objective and to real
power using a simple, logical “reverse planning”
approach. This approach begins with identifying
members’ goals, formulating measurable objectives
that can attain the goals, developing strategies that can
achieve the objectives, and then selecting tactics that
implement and further the strategies. Of course, the
Constant Organizing Goals are an integral part of this
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key power players who are potential adversaries or
Unions can think ahead and PLAN without potential allies in each of the three environments
depending on experts. Despite the promise to antici- external to the union.
Unions must analyze the sites, structures, and
pate or predict the future, expert-directed planning
processes in organizing yield only small returns. Not relationships of power in each of their environments.
only are these promises frequently empty, but their Unions cannot afford to devote a disproportionate
limited benefits are far out-weighed by their effort, level of resources in any one of these environments.
expense, time, and their costs to union members’ For example, a focus on political action to the exclusion of organizing at the local level confuses the
sense of worth, effectiveness, and power.
Thinking ahead, planning for, and navigating toward application of power (lobbying and electioneering)
goal attainment and power is another of the many with the creation of union power (Organizing for
areas in organizing where the utility of the process far Power using the COG method). The five Constant
outweighs the outcome. Here the process develops Organizing Goals both guide the organizing process
the capacity and expertise needed to assess, think and help to strike an appropriate balance among
ahead, and then act. While a “plan” is the most organizing approaches.
Unions can and must pursue this step both
common outcome, the “planning” is more important
bottom-up and top-down.
than the formulation of a “plan,” per se.
By the nature of planning, this step must be
pursued top-down. However, bottom-up demands for
practical, goal-directed planning and strategic navigation can stimulate top-down action. And, because the
needed planning is most often bargaining unit specific, the officials of individual union locals can plan
themselves or with assistance from county federations of labor, central labor councils, or international
unions
7. Unions must PLAN and ACT with recognition of and accounting for their environments.
Unions must consciously account for the environments in which they organize. Specifically, unions
operate in four analytically distinct environments: (1)
each union’s own Internal Environment, (2) each union’s own Work Place Environment, (3) each union’s
own Community Environment, and (4) the Union
Macro-environment (the broader political, social,
economic, and regulatory environment). The Venn
diagram (on the right) represents the relationships
and intersections among these four distinct environments.
Unions must identify their strengths and weaknesses and the opportunities and threats presented in
each of these four environments. Moreover, each of
these four environments presents constraints on and
opportunities for progress through organizing action.
Unions must identify the incentive structures and
motivating dynamics of the control groups and the

8. Unions must ACT to achieve measurable
objectives and build long-term power.
Unions must Act to actually achieve the union's
measurable objectives and to build power and organizational strength over the long term. To achieve
objectives and to build power, action must be guided
by a union’s core-values and targeted to attain union
members’ goals. In turn, action to achieve objectives
and to build power must be directed by a union’s
strategic navigational planning and sound environmental analysis. Over time—after several COG
cycles—action builds union power and produces
progress. The power ramp figure, on the next page,
illustrates this progression.
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must work together with their members to actually
accomplish something.
Unions can and must pursue this step both
bottom-up and top-down.
9. Unions must faithfully observe and apply
Saul Alinsky’s “Iron Rule”:

“Never do for others what
they can do for themselves!”
Unions take action through campaigns that
mobilize people and resources. Usually, these actions
are highly energized, tightly focused, concentrated
activities with specific, pre-defined, measurable
objectives and realistic time lines. In this context,
organizers refer to such actions as “tactics.”
A well-accepted, well understood dynamic drives
Action to achieve objectives and to build power. It is:
“Educate, agitate, evaluate, then escalate.” Its basis
is the proven practice that small wins build power
which then lead to bigger wins which not only attract
more people, but attract more committed people who
are prepared to take greater calculated risks and who
are more tolerant of conflict with their employer or
other adversaries.

Unions must consciously apply the Iron Rule and
understand that it is not merely a tool for promoting
efficient use of human resources by forcing unions to
use staff, leaders, and members to their maximum
capability and challenging them to grow. Certainly
this function is important, but, even more important:
The Iron Rule empowers people.
The Iron Rule requires leaders, staff, and rankand-file member organizers to teach, challenge, and
agitate union members (and potential members).

The Iron Rule promotes leader, staff, and
rank-and-file member involvement and ownership.
Without ownership and involvement, staff are right
to say, “It not my problem. I just work here.” Without
ownership and involvement, members are right to
say, “I’ve been paying union dues for years. Why
Action that is reasonably calculated to achieve isn’t THE UNION doing it for me?”
short term union objectives and that actually build
Unions can and must pursue this step both
power and organizational strength over the long term
bottom-up and top-down.
must be the first priority. Unions must reprioritize
and redirect the work of their staff and leaders and 10. Unions must understand and use their
reallocate their resources away from “firefighting”
“tools” appropriately.
activities and other activities unrelated to members’
Unions must understand all their representation
goals and objectives that do not build long term “tools” and use each tool consistent with its capabilinstitutional power and organizational strength.
ity and function. The three primary union representaTo achieve objectives and to build power, un- tion tools are: Organizing (for power), Litigation, and
ions’ actions largely—though not exclusively —must Collective Bargaining. Each of these three tools has
be calculated and focused to create, target, and a separate and distinct function and utility.
manage conflict. This conflict-based dynamic exOrganizing (for power) is the tool that produces
poses, polarizes, and personalizes frequently sub- progress toward unions’ objectives. Organizing for
merged conflicts. In the process, unions can educate power achieves union objectives by creating, targetand mobilize their members regarding interests ing, and managing conflict. Organizing builds union
promoted by control groups and power players power and organizational strength by successfully
adverse to the interests of unions, their members, and achieving the objectives that attain members’ goals.
their members’ families.
Organizing is the unions’ “offensive game” and is
Helping members formulate goals and then used for that function. As a result, the critical importaking action to attain these goals is one of many tance of Organizing (for power) approaches should
areas in organizing where outcome far outweighs the be clear.
importance of process. To build real power, unions
Primarily, Litigation is the tool that protects
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Unions must continually EVALUATE.
Unions must continually EVALUATE each and
every organizing Act during an organizing campaign
and then, they must debrief the campaign afterwards.
Unions must EVALUATE (i.e., assess and adapt).
Through an express evaluation process, unions can
monitor and assess the affects of their individual
organizing actions and their campaigns as a whole.
Thus, every union action must be combined with a
procedure that ensures accountability. Based on
assessment and accountability, unions must adapt to
make their actions more powerful and effective to
Many union leaders and members have a mis- actually achieve unions’ measurable objectives.
conception about the role, function, and capability of
Evaluation must be continuous, ongoing, and
Collective Bargaining. Collective Bargaining is not systematic. Evaluation must address four key quessome kind of “Swiss army knife” for union represen- tions:
tation. Certainly, Collective Bargaining is not a tool
< “What did we do well?”
for building union power or actually deciding the
< “What could we have done better?”
outcome of disputes between labor and management.
< “What did we learn?”
Unions must understand that Collective Bargaining
is the tool that measures the progress or success of
< “What will we do different next time.”
unions’ organizing activities. It merely “keeps
Unions must design and implement their evaluations
score” on the overall success of unions’ offensive
to stimulate continuing success, not allocate blame
and defensive games. That is really all collective
for failure.
bargaining does. It only measures and memorializes
Evaluation must be measured against the Conthe extent of a union’s organizing progress at a
particular point in time. Collective Bargaining is stant Organizing Goals. Whenever a union completes
useful because it provides a structured, pre-defined an organizing ACT and an organizing campaign, its
process in which unions can vicariously assert their leaders and its organizers must routinely assess
members’ power. But its utility is strictly limited to through questions like: “How many new leaders did this
organizing act surface?” “Who are they and what are their
that function.
Unions can and must pursue this step both interests?” “How did this action or campaign provide new
opportunities for existing leaders to grow and to expand
bottom-up and top-down.
their skills and capabilities?” “How well did we communi11. Unions must take risks and manage cate?” “Did our communications promote involvement?”
uncertainty.
“Did our organizing build solidarity within the union?”
Union leaders, staff, and rank-and-file members “Strengthen the union’s public relationships with our
must understand that they can make progress only by members?” “Strengthen our public relationships with
taking calculated, well-planned, carefully considered potential external allies?” “Did our organizing build the
risks.
union’s capacity to. . . ?” “Did it increase union’s power?”
unions’ organizing activities. With limited exceptions, Litigation is the unions’ “defensive game.” As
such, Litigation generally functions best as a support
and supplement for union organizing. By itself,
however, Litigation does not build union power: It
weakens unions, disempowers their members, and
violates the core-value of the Alinsky Iron Rule. It’s
quite accurate to observe that: “Neither lawyers nor
politicians build powerful unions.” But, in close
support of Organizing, Litigation can aid in building
and exercising union power—with employers, with
the legislatures, and in the courts.

12.

Unions must recognize, accept, and act on the
Unions must stop doing the “same thing over and
knowledge that the processes of representation (in over again, hoping the results will be different.” Even
general) and Organizing for power (in specific) are with constant, cyclical progress models (like the
inherently uncertain and continually changing.
COG method), unions cannot make significant gains
Unions can and must pursue this step both without assessing the impact of their actions and
adapting the next action to be better or more effecbottom-up and top-down.
tive.
Unions can and must pursue this step both
bottom-up and top-down.
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C ONCLUSION
The California Teachers Association (CTA) is
the union the authors know best. For many years,
CTA has routinely pursued many “number one
priorities.” CTA is not unique. Virtually the whole of
organized labor suffers from the problem. CTA and
other active unions spend the overwhelming majority
of their time and resources each and every day
fighting fires. Admittedly, the member-driven demands of firefighting are compelling. Most of the
time, active unions are successful: They mobilize to
stop the spread of the flames. They mobilize to stop
the forest from burning down. They hold the line.
They deal with the plethora of number one priorities.
But day-to-day mobilizing, firefighting, does not
significantly change the balance of power in either
the workplace or in society as a whole. To make real
progress, unions not must devote thought, time, and
resources to creating a better fire department. They
must organize for power.
The pursuit of multiple number one priorities is
“business as usual” for all too many unions. For
several decades, one of the labor movement’s number
one priorities has been “Organizing the Unorganized” (i.e., market share membership recruitment).
At the same time, lobbying, mobilizing to support or
oppose political candidates and initiative propositions, litigation, bargaining, responding to contract
maintenance issues, engaging in public relations
efforts, etc. have also been organized labor’s other
number one priorities. Viewed in isolation, none of
these activities is “wrong.” Unfortunately, the pursuit
of multiple number one priorities reflects an unplanned, uncritical reaction to perceived member
demands for service.10 More unfortunate, this pursuit
of multiple number one priorities reflects an all too
commonly felt need by union officers and leaders to
be in control. The pursuit of multiple number one
priorities is a symptom of addiction to the status quo.
Nonetheless, organized labor has done the same
things over and over, expecting the results to be
different. The twelve steps advocated here are a key
to breaking free from this downward spiral. Organiz-

ing for power must become unions’ Number 1
“number one priority.” Unions and the labor movement must accept the commitment that every unionist must first be an organizer. Admittedly, the twelve
steps advocated here are (or will be) the “heavy
lifting” of union work.
Nonetheless, Organized Labor must pursue these
twelve-steps, now. The reasons are both simple and
compelling. The short term benefits from Organizing
for power are disproportionately greater than bargaining, litigating, lobbying, raising campaign contributions, public relations, membership recruitment
organizing, and other union service activities. Organizing for power is both faster and much more
powerful. Moreover, Organizing for power is a wise
in the long-term investment because it empowers
unions’ members and builds unions’ organizational
strength. These twelve-steps form integrated patterns
of thought and behavior that “bind together,” enable,
direct, and lead union organizers, leaders, and members to respond to problems and create progress by
organizing. This “culture of organizing” permits
union leaders, staff, and members to jointly engage in
powerful advocacy and effective union representation. It avoids the need to resort to less powerful, less
effective approaches like the “business unionism”
practices of servicing members, “selling” membership, or only litigating and lobbying to promote
members’ interests. If unions adopt and implement
these twelve simple steps, they can increase both
their members’ power and their own power. The
understanding of effective organizing embodied in
these twelve steps permits unions to create and
maintain what Studs Terkel has called a “community
in action.”11 Together, union leaders, union organizers, and union members can build this “community in
action” which will revitalize the labor movement.
Revitalization—the willingness to take risks and
the commitment to collectively pursue systematic
change to actually accomplish something—can be
started at the roots of the labor movement and at the
top of the union power structure, simultaneously.
From the top-down, unions must mandate organizing
and allocate the resource necessary to effectively

10

W e do not dispute that unions must respond to the
11
important demands of their members. However, unions can and
Studs Terkel, “Community in Action,” This I Believe:
should influence the ways members understand their own role National Public Radio, M orning Edition, Thursday October 24,
and the union’s proper function in building union power and 2005; edition: 10:00-11:00 AM (27 Oct. 2005 20:41:08 EST)
organizational strength.
http://www.npr.org/templates/story/story.php?storyId=4963443.
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Organize for Power. From the top-down, internationals, state labor federations, county federations of labor
and central labor councils must teach and lead their
union locals. They can encourage, promote, sponsor,
operate, and occasionally demand the steps identified
here. From the bottom-up, union locals and union
members can demand and must practice Organizing
for power.
Certainly, the concrete approaches and actions
we propose can be articulated simply. However, this
Twelve-Step Program requires a fundamental culture
shift in many unions. To overcome addiction to the
status quo, leaders must give up their death grip
control and embrace the tools of power from the topdown. In order to obtain real organizational power,
unions officials must abandon rigid internal control
over their unions by acting as teachers and leaders—
not bosses! From the bottom-up, union locals (i.e.,
rank-and-file union members), local officials, and
the staff responsible for union locals must do the
bulk of the representation work to Organize for
Power. In order to obtain real organizational power,
local union members, leaders, and staff must do the
heavy lifting! This culture shift and significant
changes in union perspective and practices it requires
will prove more than worth the effort.
Twelve simple steps. Shall we all take the
pledge?

© Robert E. Lindquist and James F. Essman

[For more information about the “12 Steps” and planning, training, and
action required to Organize for Power, email Bob Lindquist at
Rlindquist@aol.com or call at 310-753-8121].
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TWELVE STEPS
to Overcoming Addiction to the Status Quo and Building Union Power
1.

Unions must “organize for power,” not membership.

2.

Unions must train all their staff and leaders in organizing.

3.

Unions must LISTEN and hold face-to-face, one-on-one exchanges.

4.

Unions must recognize members’ core-values and identify their goals.

5.

Unions must function as value-driven organizations.

6.

Unions must think ahead and PLAN for power and goal attainment.

7.

Unions must PLAN and ACT with recognition of and accounting for their
environments.

8.

Unions must ACT to achieve measurable objectives and build long-term
power.

9.

Unions must faithfully observe and apply Saul Alinsky’s “Iron Rule”

10.

Unions must understand and use their “tools” appropriately.

11.

Unions must take risks and manage uncertainty.

12.

Unions must continually EVALUATE.
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